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In this paper we propose a fuzzy method to detect free paths in real-time using digital
stereo images. It is based on looking for linear variations of depth in disparity maps,
which are obtained by processing a pair of rectified images from two stereo cameras. By
applying least-squares fitting over groups of disparity maps columns to a linear model,
free paths are detected by giving a certainty using a fuzzy rule. Experimental results on
real outdoor images are also presented.
Keywords: Fuzzy logic, Computer Vision, Stereo Vision, Assisted Navigation.
1. Introduction
Obstacle avoidance is an essential task for intelligent automotive and robotic appli-
cations. Regarding this field, there are several works to aid automotive navigation
without collisions. For example, Grosso and Tistarelli analyze the time-to-impact
to objects in the scene to detect free space 1, Kubota et al. find the optimum road-
obstacle boundary to facilitate the auto-navigation of a vehicle 2, and Franke and
Joos apply distance dependent thresholds in disparity maps to analyze urban traffic
3. Meanwhile, Nguyen et al. 4, Badino et al. 5 and Wedel et al. 6 obtain information
from a stereo vision system using the Sum of Absolute Differences between images,
processing occupancy grids, and parametric B-splines, respectively.
1
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During last years, fuzzy logic has become a very useful tool to decision-making
and reasoning. Specifically, for image processing, several works have used it with
different objectives 7. For instance, to represent spatial relations between different
components in a scene by using membership functions 8, to develop a method for
moving objects segmentation and tracking 9, or to efficiently suppress Gaussian
and impulse noise from images by using fuzzy peer groups 10. Many authors have
also used fuzzy logic in order to address the problem of obstacle avoidance. For
example, to build maps for robot navigation 11, to analyze motion problems in a
mobile robot equipped with ultrasound sensors 12, to calculate the distance to an
object to determine the next movement of a robot 13, to avoid dynamic obstacles
and limit free-space in predefined paths 14 15 16 or to generate a neural network to
detect obstacles onboard a vehicle 17.
In this sense, it is important to remark that detecting free paths instead of de-
tecting the obstacles of the scene represents an alternative point of view in naviga-
tion assistance. Indeed, there are a great number of references for obstacle detection
and not so many for free space detection. Free path detection offers an advantage
over the obstacle detection: free pathways are easier to detect by looking at the
pattern they follow in a disparity map obtained by processing two stereo images. In
disparity maps, disparity values decrease linearly from the bottom of the image to
the top in obstacle-free areas, so free paths can be detected faster with less compu-
tational cost looking for pixels that match this pattern. Thus, we propose to detect
this linear behaviour in order to detect free paths.
This paper presents an algorithm for the detection of free paths in real-time,
to improve a previous crisp method 18 which is integrated in the Cognitive Aid
System for Blind and Partially Sighted People (CASBliP) project 19. The main
aim of CASBliP is to develop a system capable of interpreting and managing real
world information from different sources to support mobility assistance to any kind
of visually impaired users. This way, it assists the users to navigate their way out-
doors along pavements. The main difference between CASBliP Project and other
references which also relay scene information to the blind user, as 20, lies in the
portability of the system. In CASBliP, the device works onboard the visually im-
paired person. Thus, stereo cameras are constantly moving and the scene often
contains blurred and deformed objects. The motivation of this work is the neces-
sity of detecting surrounding obstacle-free space in real-time to assist in navigation
applications.
The paper is organized as follows. The system where the proposed algorithm
is included and the method to obtain disparity maps are described in Section 2.
Section 3 details the proposed method for free paths detection and Section 4 presents
experimental results. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
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2. Disparity maps
In order to obtain the stereo images, two Firewire CCD cameras providing 240x320
pixel images have been used. The intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the two
cameras are precomputed using a classic chart-based calibration technique 21.
In recent years, there has been considerable interest in dense depth estimation
22. We have experimented with several methods, including belief propagation 23,24,
dynamic programming 25, and sum of squared differences with iterative aggregation
26. Finally, we have chosen the approach described in 25 to estimate disparity maps
from each pair of stereo images, since this method is based on dynamic program-
ming and it provides a good trade-off between quality of results and computational
efficiency (around 8-10 frames per second on a 1.75GHz laptop). In Figure 1 we
show two examples of stereovision images and the corresponding disparity maps
computed.
In 25, disparity maps are represented as N ×M gray scale images, where darker
areas are associated with further regions of the scene, as we can observe in Equation
1, where f is the focal length, B is the distance between stereo-cameras and d is





Most of the reported works in obstacle-free areas detection, use images captured
from a stereo-vision system, since the use of stereo cameras allows the calculation
of disparities for each pixel in every frame, which is a key feature to perform an
accurate detection. The disparity of an image pixel D(i, j) (where (i, j) denote the
pixel position in the image) refers the location difference between the pixel in the
Fig. 1. Examples of stereo images and disparity maps. Left and right images are shown in first and
second columns respectively and third column shows the corresponding disparity maps computed
using the reference chosen.
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left image and the corresponding pixel in the right image after both images have
been rectified. Clearly, the lower the disparity for a pixel is, the higher the distance
up to the point represented by this pixel.
We propose to determine obstacle-free paths by processing only the 25% last
rows of the disparity maps (from row 1 to row N/4, using a coordinate system
positive upwards), since these rows represent the region that the user will first
walk through. This would also help the system to work in real-time and reduce the
computational cost of the algorithm.
3. Proposed Free Path Detection
In this section, the proposed detection method is presented. It is based on the
fuzzification of the detection method presented in 18. The crisp detection algorithm
is based on the fact that disparity map grey levels in obstacle-free areas decrease
slightly and linearly from the bottom of the map to the top. In addition, obstacles for
which depth is approximately constant are represented by flat zones. Two examples
in Figure 2 illustrate this behaviour.
In the first example of Figure 2, for the free path of the column marked in the
image and the respective disparity map (rows from 1 to 120), the graphic of the
Fig. 2. Examples of free paths and obstacles behaviour in disparity maps. First column show left
images from the stereo vision system. Second column show disparity maps associated and the
representation of grey levels of the marked columns in the images.
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second column shows that grey levels of the disparity map decrease linearly from the
bottom of the image (row 1) to the top of the disparity map. The pole (rows 120 to
170) is represented as a constant grey level. Obstacle-free area after the pole (rows
from 170 on) has grey level variations, but not following a totally linear model, since
in this case the disparity map presents errors when calculating the matching areas,
that can be interpreted as noise.
In the second example of Figure 2, the marked columns in the image and the
disparity map indicate a free path. In the associated representation of the grey
levels, it can be observed that they decrease slightly and linearly from row 1 on
(from the bottom of the image to the top). Thus, the presented method is based on
the fact that disparity map column values of free paths can be adjusted to a linear
model by using least-squares fitting as we will see in the following.
So, given a left image IL and a right image IR from a stereo-vision system,
the disparity computed 25 for pixel in (row, column) location (i, j) is denoted by
D(i, j). In order to save computation time and also to reduce the influence of present
noise due to wrong matchings, we process the disparity maps by averaging groups
of G pixel columns. Thus, we obtain the averaged column D̃(i, k) from the values
of columns
D(i, j), j = G k − (G− 1), G k − (G− 2), G k − (G− 3), . . . , G k
D̃(i, k) =
D(i, G k − (G− 1)) +D(i, G k − (G− 2)) + . . .+D(i, G k − 1) +D(i, G k)
G
(2)
where i = N,N − 1, ..., N−N/4 and k = 1, 2, ...,M/G. Then, a least-squares fitting
over D̃(i, k) is done to find the best linear fitting to adjust the averaged column
points. This model, which provides an estimate for D̃(i, k), is given by:
D̂(i, k) = aki+ bk (3)
where i is the row number in the processed column of the disparity map, D̂(i, k)
is the estimated disparity, ak is the gradient and bk is the y-intercept of the linear










where D denotes the mean of the values in D̃(i, k). I(k) measures the goodness
of the fit for the group of columns D(i, j), j = G k − (G− 1), G k − (G− 2), G k −
(G − 3), . . . , G k. I(k) may take values in [0, 1], where 0 means no correlation and
1 indicates a perfect correlation.
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According to above, 18 determines as free paths only those groups of columns
for which we obtain a good adjustment to the linear model. When processing an
averaged column, the proposed detection method checks two different relations to
perform the detection: it is checked both if the values of each coefficient of deter-
mination, I(k), are large and if the gradients ak of the least-squares linear fitting
vary in a smoothly way, in a range of negative values.
This reasoning is expressed in vague terms. Since large and smooth are linguistic
terms, they can be represented by using fuzzy logic 29. Particularly, the objective
of this work is to develop the detection algorithm minimizing its computational
cost, due to the hardware and real-time restrictions imposed. Thus, we propose
to use the minimum number of linguistic variables and fuzzy rules to reduce the
computational cost. As a result, the membership degree in the fuzzy set free-path
is computed using the following fuzzy rule:
Fuzzy Rule 1: Determining the certainty of D̃(i, k) to be free path
IF “I(k) is large” AND “ak is smooth”
OR
IF “I(k) is large” AND “ak is very smooth”
OR
IF “I(k) is medium” AND “ak is smooth”
THEN “the certainty of D̃(i, k) to be free path is high”.
A group of columns is considered as free-path if 1)it fits the linear least-squares
fitting where the disparities decrease along the columns with a smooth negative gra-
dient, 2)if the coefficient of determination of the obtained fitting is large, although
its gradient is very smooth (but negative), or 3)if the coefficient of determination is
medium (not a high goodness of fit of the lineal model) but the gradient is negative
and varies in a smoothly way.
In order to compute the membership degree in the fuzzy set large we need to
know the desired behaviour, i.e., if the coefficient of determination is large enough,
we want to have a large membership degree, but after a certain point, we want to
decrease the membership degree according to the smaller values of the coefficient of
determination. Therefore, we have chosen a trapezoidal membership function over







x if 0 ≤ x ≤ γ1





if γ2 < x ≤ 1
(5)
where the values of the parameters γ1 and γ2 will be discussed in Section 4.1.
Regarding the membership degree on the fuzzy set smooth applied to the gradi-
ent, we want to have a large membership value for a range of negative values and,
if it is out of that range, we want to decrease the membership slowly. Again, for
simplicity, we have chosen a trapezoidal membership function, which is defined as
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0 if x ≤ γ3
1
γ4−γ3
x− γ3γ4−γ3 if γ3 < x ≤ γ4
1 if γ4 < x ≤ γ5
1
γ5
x if γ5 < x ≤ 0
0 if x > 0
(6)
where the values of the parameters γ3, γ4 and γ5 are negative, and will be discussed
in Section 4.1.
The fuzzy setsmedium and very smooth can also be modelled by using the func-
tions defined above, just varying the values of the parameters γ1, γ2 and γ3, γ4, γ5
from Equations 5 and 6, respectively. These values will be discussed in Section 4.1.
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the membership functions for the coefficient of de-
termination and the gradient, respectively.
The fuzzy rule 1 contains three conjunctions and two disjunctions. In fuzzy logic,
t-norms and co-norms are used to represent conjunctions and disjunctions, respec-
tively 30,31,32. The obstacle-free degree of D̃(i, k) is computed using the product
triangular norm to represent the fuzzy AND (conjunction) operator and the proba-
bilistic sum co-norm to represent the fuzzy OR (disjunction) operator. Since we aim
at computing a fuzzy obstacle-free degree, no defuzzycation is needed. Algorithm 1
details the proposed fuzzy detection algorithm.
Algorithm 1: Proposed fuzzy free-path detection algorithm
The image is partitioned into disjoint groups of G columns;1
foreach disjoint group of G columns in the image do2
Compute the averaged column D̃(i, k);3
Adjust the parameters of the linear model D̂(i, k) by LMS (3);4
Compute the value of I(k) (4);5
Determine the certainty of D̃(i, k) to be free-path using Fuzzy Rule 1;6
end7
4. Experimental results
In order to objectively measure the detection algorithm performance, it was neces-
sary to manually prepare some groundtruth images, in which each pixel was marked
as free-space or occupied by some object. This way, the detected areas can be com-
pared with the groundtruth images pixel by pixel in order to obtain objective assess-
ments of the detection performed. We use the mean square error (MSE) to measure
the goodness of the detection method proposed.
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Fig. 3. Membership functions: (a) Membership functions large and medium for the coefficient of
determination I(k), (b) Membership functions smooth and very smooth for the gradient ak .
4.1. Parameters Adjustment
Determining an appropriate parameter adjustment is a very important task that
has to be carried out in order to obtain successful detection results. We have taken
a training image set of 35 real outdoor images and we have manually prepared their
corresponding groundtruths. This training set includes the most common scenarios
that a person can run into outdoors, such as cars, poles, pedestrians, walls, obstacle-
free areas, etc. These images have been taken in different illumination conditions,
since the quality of disparity maps used in the algorithm detection depends on
the illumination conditions of the scene and, as a result, as we base our detection
method in the analysis of variations in disparity maps, this affects our algorithm.
In everyday outdoor scenarios, non-ideally illuminated situations often occur. Such
conditions lead the stereo correspondence algorithms to many false-matchings, since
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this implies that it is more difficult to find the disparity between the left and right
images from the stereo-vision system 33. Thus, it is necessary to include different
illumination situations in the training image set.
As it is desirable to have settings that allow the method to perform well for a
variety of different outdoor scenarios, we have found the suboptimal values for the
parameters that define the membership functions, in order to minimize the mean
square error for the whole training set.
We have experimentally found that the parameters should be fixed as follows:
- Large membership function for I(k): γ1L = 0.6, γ2L = 1
- Medium membership function for I(k): γ1M = 0.3, γ2M = 0.9
- Smooth membership function for ak: γ3S = −5, γ4S = −3.5, γ5S = −0.4
- V ery smooth membership function for ak: γ3V S = −4, γ4V S = −2.5, γ5V S =
−0.2
4.2. Algorithm performance
In this section we assess the performance of the free-path detection method, using
the previous settings. Second row of Figure 4 shows some test images and Table 1
shows the performances for the testing image set compared with the crisp reference
18 (Figure 4, first row). These figures confirm that the algorithm works and detects
free-paths properly, with values of MSE smaller than 0.12 in average for the testing
image set (which is different from the training image set used for the parameters
adjustment).
However, disparity maps present errors that can be considered as noise, due to
wrong matchings (Figure 5). In order to provide robustness against noise, we pro-
pose to remove flat black zones (which correspond to occlusions from the matching
process) and remove pixels whose gradient along the column varies indicating abrupt
depth changes, too. We consider that we have abrupt depth changes when disparity
changes in more than 10-15 pixels from one row to another which is next to it (by
using Equation 1 this means about 5 meters of depth change in our system). Thus,
we remove from our study disparity map pixels that hamper to have linear decreas-
ing behaviour in obstacle-free areas, before performing the least-squares fitting. We
can observe that the Mean Square Error decreases 46.22% and 18% for the crisp
and fuzzy detection, respectively, after denoising the disparity maps.
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Fig. 4. Examples of testing images set. Brighter areas show higher certainties of the detected
areas to be free paths. First row shows results of the crisp method proposed in 18, second row
show the performance of the proposed method, third and fourth rows show crisp and fuzzy results
with improved (reduced noise) disparity maps, and fifth and sixth rows show 9 and 6 results,
respectively.
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Table 1. Mean square error of the fuzzy detection method for the testing image set, compared
with the crisp reference 18, using disparity maps with noise and denoised. Columns fifth and sixth
show performances for two recent references.
Crisp Fuzzy Denoised crisp Denoised fuzzy 5 2
Average 0.34 0.12 0.18 0.09 0.19 0.03
Minimum 0.22 0.08 0.10 0.05 0.14 0
Maximum 0.57 0.17 0.28 0.13 0.30 0.08
Fig. 5. Disparity map with noise. In red are marked the zones where we propose to reduce noise.
The performance of the different methods can be compared in Figure 4 and Table
1. Results show that the proposed method is able to outperform some of the most
recent references, such as 5 and 18. The only method that performs better than the
presented method in this paper is the proposed in 2. However, it employs Disparity
Space Images as initial matching cost in the algorithm to obtain the disparity maps
and it is not completely comparable, since we use dense disparity maps. In any
case, Kubota’s method is not appropriated for the navigation aid system where the
presented work is integrated, since it needs special hardware requirements (such
as an FPGA) to provide results in real-time. In our case, since the system works
onboard the visually impaired person, it is necessary to reduce its weight as much as
possible. So, minimal hardware requirements and computational cost to facilitate
running in real-time in a small laptop are restrictions which are imposed to our
method. This has also limited the use of a more complex fuzzy system that improves
the performance, due to the increment of computational cost that it implies.
Moreover, the performance of the presented method highly depends on the ac-
curacy of the disparity maps. The visual analysis of Figure 4 reveals that sometimes
free paths are classified as obstacles. Usually, these areas correspond to borders of
the image, untextured areas (such as asphalt) or complex situations where disparity
cannot be accurately computed, which could lead to low performance. Also, small
objects placed quite far from the user (for example, the foot of the girl in the sec-
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ond column of Figure 4) can not be classified as an obstacle. This is caused by
errors in the associate disparity values. However, as the presented algorithm works
in real-time at around 8 frames per second, in the following frames these small ob-
jects whose wrong obtained disparity can induce errors will become bigger objects,
making easier to obtain the correct associate disparities. Thus, the algorithm will
provide better detection results for small objects as long as the user of the system
is nearer to the objects. Using Equation 1 we can estimate that objects bigger than
7cm at distances nearer that 2.54m are properly detected, which is enough to assist
blind users outdoors at a comfortable walking speed 34.
Finally, Figure 6 shows examples of the algorithm’s output. Brighter areas in-
dicate that their certainty to be a free-path is higher than the darker ones. Figures
confirm that the algorithm works well and detects free paths, reducing the Mean
Square Error a 47.58% and a 65.62% compared to the crisp detection of the algo-
rithm, with or without noise reduction in disparity maps, respectively. It always
provides the wider obstacle-free area to walk through, so the method performs ap-
propriately for the purpose of the project in which it has to be integrated, in order
to avoid collisions of the end user. Moreover, the fuzzy algorithm is suitable for
real-time working, which is essential to be integrated as a support to navigate for
blind and visually impaired people. Its implementation in C programming language
is able to process 8-10 frames per second in a 1.73GHz and 1GB RAM laptop, which
is enough to assist visually impaired users to navigate outdoors without collisions.
5. Conclusions and future work
In this paper a new fuzzy method for free path detection has been proposed. It
is based on an analysis of disparity maps obtained by processing a pair of images
from two stereo cameras. The method is based on a fuzzy logic system that assigns
a certainty to each pixel of being an obstacle-free area depending on the fitting to a
linear model. We use the adjustment of the column grey levels of the disparity maps
by least-squares. Experimental results on real outdoor images show that the method
provides promising results. The algorithm offers real-time performance. Future work
will focus on improving performance, in order to realize a continuous detection by
including temporal coherence.
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Fig. 6. Processed testing images set. Brighter areas show detected free-paths. Darker areas indicate
that they have smaller certainties to be an obstacle-free path.
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